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A predicts correctly on a new word drawn from the
fixed distribution.

Abstract
Consider the following question: Given examples of words
accepted and rejected by an unknown automaton, is there
an algorithm that in a feasible amount of time will learn
to predict which words will be accepted by the automaton?
We develop a notion of prediction-preserving reducibility,
and show that if DFAs are predictable, then so are all
languages in logspace. In particular, the predictability
of DFAs implies the predictability of all boolean formulas, Similarly, predictability of NFAs and PDAs (or CFGs)
implies predictability of all languages in nondeterminisrespectively.
,
We give relationtic logspace and mC3%
ships between the complexity of the membership problem
for a class of automata, and the complexity of the prediction problem. Examples are given of prediction problems
whose predictability would imply the predictability of all
languages in P. Assuming the existence of 1-way functions,
it follows from 1131 that these problems are not predictable
even in an extremely weak sense.

1

Following the research of Valiant (291 on distribution independent learning, we require that A must perform well on any concept in the class (worst case),
and on any distribution (distribution independent convergence). This notion of predictability (introduced
in 1191) is a generalization of Valiant's definition of
and the learnability of a concept class
learnability [29],
implies the predictability of the class [la].
The results of this paper concentrate on concept
classes for which no feasible prediction (or learning) algorithms are known, such as the concept classes defined
by boolean formulas, DFAs,' NFAs, PDAs, CFGs, and
resource bounded Turing machines.
We give formal definitions for prediction problems
and introduce a notion of polynomial time predictionpreserving reducibility among prediction problems. Intuitively, a polynomial time prediction-preserving reduction consists of two mappings: a polynomial time
computable function f that maps unlabelled examples
of the first problem to unlabelled examples of the second problem, and a function g that maps concepts of
the first problem t o concepts of the second problem.
An interesting feature of our definition of reduction is
that the mapping g need not be computable. We only
require that g be length preserving within a polynomial.

Introduction

Concepts are languages over a finite alphabet and concept classes are families of languages. Examples of a
concept are words tagged with a label saying whether
or not the word is in the concept. A class of concepts
is predictable iff there is a polynomial time algorithm A
such that for any concept in the class and for any fixed
unknown probability distribution on words, if a polynomial number of examples generated according to the
distribution is given to A, then with high probability,

Our definition of reduction is very similar to the ones
given in [24,25], except that we allow more general domains and we add requirements that ensure that the
reduction preserves polynomial time predictability.
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Using our notion of reduction, we show that the predictability of DFAs implies the predictability of all concepts accepted by deterministic logspace Turing ma-
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'Angluin gives a learning algorithm for DFAa that relies on
the ability t o make queries as to the membership of examples
chosen by the algorithm [2].
(50

ble prediction algorithms: (2) Find a polynomial time
algorithm that, when given any set of examples as input, produces a hypothesis consistent with the examples and for which the VC dimension of the hypothesis
class is polynomial in the VC dimension of the original class. In this case, the concept class is polynomially
learnable [6,7], as well as polynomially predictable [19].
(ii) Find a polynomial time prediction algorithm whose
worst case total number of prediction mistakes in any
sequence of predictions grows polynomially in the paFind a prediction
rameters of the concepts 125). )2;(;
algorithm whose permutation index [ 191 grows polynomially with the parameters of the concepts. The
learnability and predictability of the concept classes
that we investigate are still open questions, thus none
of the above approaches has yet been successfully applied to these problems.

chines. A corollary of this result is that any algorithm
for predicting DFAs can be used to predict any boolean
formula.
We also show in a similar manner that the predictability of NFAs implies the predictability of any
concept accepted by a nondeterministic logspace Turing machine, and that predictability of CFGs in Chomsky normal form implies the predictability of any concept (language) in L@CYC.
We give natural prediction problems that, if predictable, would imply the predictability of all concepts
accepted in polynomial time. It follows from the work
of Goldreich, Goldwasser, and Micali [13] that these
prediction problems are not predictable (even in an extremely weak sense) assuming the existence of 1-way
functions. Our list of such hard prediction problems
includes Convex Polytope Intersection (the concept is
induced by a hidden convex polytope, positive examples are subcubes that have non-empty intersection
with the polytope), and Horn Clause Consistency (the
concept is induced by a hidden conjunction of Horn
clauses, positive examples are sets of facts that are consistent with the hidden conjunction).

,4s for nonlearnability results for DFAs, this problem has been studied (using various different models
of learning) in [3,12], among others. Gold [12] shows
that it is NP-hard to find the smallest DFA consistent with a given sample. Angluin 131 shows that this
is true even if all but E of the words up to a given
length are given as examples. Thus if ‘learnable” requires that a minimum size automaton equivalent to
the unknown automaton be found, then there are nonlearnability results. Nonetheless, it is still conceivable
that an algorithm exists for learning DFAs in the sense
of Valiant [29], since there is no requirement that the
DFA found be as small as the DFA to be learned. (In
fact, it may be polynomially larger, and even accept a
slightly different language.)

Our results highlight intriguing connections between
polynomial predictability, cryptography, and compiexity theory.

2

Background

A major tool for studying distribution free convergence is the Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension [20] (following [30]) of the concept class. Consider the following three cases: (1) the VC dimension is fixed for all
concepts in the class; (2) the VC dimension grows polynomially in some natural parameters of the concepts in
the class (e.g., in the size of some encoding of concepts
in the class); (3) the VC dimension grows more than
polynomially in the parameters of the concepts in the
class.

For nonlearnability within Valiant’s paradigm, Pitt
and Valiant [27] have shown that (unless R = NP), for
each k 2 2 there is no learning algorithm that, if given
as input randomly generated examples of any k-term
DNF concept, will be able to find an approximate kterm DNF hypothesis. Actually, it is shown that this
type of nonlearnability holds even if the learning algorithm is allowed to ouput a hypothesis with roughly
2k terms. However, these results rely on the syntactic
constraints imposed by the requirement that the formula output by the learning algorithm (the hypotheses
of the algorithm) must be expressed in some particular
representation. If these constraints are relaxed, there is
a learning algorithm for k-term DNF that outputs hypotheses in k-CNF that approximate the k-term DNF
formula t o be learned (271. Haussler (151 gives similar nonlearnability results that rely on representational
constraints.

When (1) is the case, and the class is polynomially recognizable,2 then there is a canonical polynomial time prediction algorithm [19] based on the ‘1inclusion graph”. When (3) is the case, it has been
shown that no polynomial time prediction algorithm is
possible [6,7,11]
More relevant to our investigation is the case (2). In
this situation a number of methods have led to feasiaA concept class is polynomially recognieable iff there is a
polynomial time algorithm that when given any set of examples
as input determines whether there is some concept in the class
that is consistent with the examples.

The notion of predictability introduced by Haussler,
Littlestone, and Warmuth [19], and studied here, cap-
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tures learnability when the learning algorithm is allowed to ouput a hypothesis in any representation.
Consequently, our hardness results are more meaningful: We show, based on cryptographic assumptions,
that certain concept classes are not polynomially predictable, and thus are certainly not polynomially learnable. For other problems such as DFA prediction, we
have not been able to prove unpredictability even with
cryptographic assumptions. However, we provide evidence of the difficulty of prediction for these problems
by showing they are "prediction-complete" for a large
class of prediction problems.

have chosen. For example, we may choose to represent
regular languages by DFAs , NFAs, regular expressions,
etc. We would like to ask the question "Are DFAs predictable" rather than the question "Are regular languages predictable". This motivates the following definition.

Dehition 2 A prediction problem is a pair ( R , c ) ,
where R C_ I?*, and c is a mapping c : R + 2c0. R
i s a called a S e t of representations", and each r E
R denotes the concept ~ ( rC) E*. The concept class
represented b y ( R , c ) is C ( R , c ) = { c ( r ) : r E R } .

A similar notion of reduction between prediction
problems in boolean domains was used by Littlestone 1251 for a different model of predictability discussed in Section 6. Reductions were given from various boolean function classes to the classes of monotone monomials and linearly separable boolean functions, for which efficient algorithms with small worst
case mistake bounds were developed. Kearns et a1 (241
give reductions between various learning problems in
the boolean domain, and Haussler [15]gives reductions
between learning problems in structural domains.

3

Generally, given any R, the mapping c will be implicitly understood, hence we use R as an abbreviation
for ( R ,c ) . We will also refer to R alone as a prediction
problem.

In the following definitions of particular prediction
problems, we use the word "encodes" to abbreviate
"encodes with respect to some fixed, standard encoding scheme." As usual, if numbers are used to define
the concepts, then we must explicitly mention whether
they are to be encoded in unary or binary.

Definitions

RDFA= {r E I'* : r encodes a DFA} is a set of
representations (for the concept class of regular
languages) with the implicit mapping c such that
for any r, c(r) is the concept (language) accepted
by the DFA encoded by r.

Throughout the paper, let C and I' be fixed, finite aland P denote the classes of lanphabets. l@,
guages accepted in deterministic logspace, nondeterministic logspace, and polynomial time, respectively.

m,

R N F A= {r : r encodes an NFA}.
RPDA= {r : r encodes a PDA}.

Definition 1 A concept c is any subset of E*.A concept class C i s any collection of concepts.

RCFG= {r : r encodes a CFG in Chomsky normal form}.

We are interested in characterizing those concept
classes that are "polynomially predictable" , i.e., concept classes C for which there exists a polynomial
time algorithm that, given polynomially many randomly generated elements of C*, and told for each word
whether or not the word is in some unknown concept
c E C, can predict with high probability whether a new
(unseen) word is in c .

RBF = {r : r encodes a boolean formula}. In
this case, given a formula r of n variables, the
concept c(r) is exactly those words of length n
that, when interpreted as an assignment to the n
variables, satisfy the formula encoded by r.
a

There are many issues involved in defining the predictability of a concept class. A main one is that it
is desirable to allow a prediction algorithm to receive
more training examples (and to spend more time) before achieving accurate prediction, depending on the
"complexity" of the concept t o be predicted. A reasonable measure of this complexity is the length (number of letters) of the description of the concept in some
given representation. Thus the predictability will depend on what type of representation of the concept we

RCIRC = {r : r encodes a boolean circuit},
where if r has n inputs, then c(r) is the set of
boolean input strings of length n accepted by the
circuit encoded by r.

In the definition below, we allow a prediction algorithm time polynomial in the input parameter s, which
is an upper bound on the length of the representation
r of the unknown concept c(r). Without sacrificing
polynomial Predictability, this parameter need not be
explicitly given to the algorithm. (Details omitted.) It
is included for clarity of argument.
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Another issue is that the languages accepted by
DFAs, NFAs, etc., contain words of different lengths,
and the minimum number of examples sufficient for accurate prediction should be allowed to grow with the
length of the input examples. For this reason, if the
prediction algorithm does not receive any information
about the lengths of words likely to occur according
to the unknown distribution, then there are subtle issues involved in defining polynomial predictability in
a natural way. A more detailed discussion is omitted
from this abstract. Here we will assume that for some
m, the probability of example words of length greater
than m is zero. The prediction algorithm is given m
as a parameter and will be allowed a number of examples polynomial in m to achieve accurate prediction.
(There are other ways to deal with this issue: For example, the prediction algorithm could be told a length
m such that the probability Of a word Of length more
than m occuring is at most 7 (for some small 7.))

model introduced by Valiant [29]. The correspondence
is as follows: Let error(A) denote the probability that
A predicts incorrectly on the unlabelled word. Predictability requires that error(A) 5 E. In the learnability model, the algorithm must output a hypothesis
r’ E R such that the probability (with respect to the
fixed distribution) of the symmetric difference of c(r)
and c(r’) (i.e., the “error“ of c(r‘)) is at most E with
probability at least 1 - 6 (for arbitrarily small parameters e, 6). Polynomial predictability is equivalent to the
existence of a polynomial time learning algorithm that
is allowed to output any polynomial time algorithm as
a representation for the hypothesia [18].

Definition 3 For any language L, let Liml =
L : IWI 5 m}.

D&ition 7 k t R and R’ be prediction problems.
Then R reduces to R’ (denoted by R 9 R’) iff there
are functions f : C* x IN x N -P C* (the word transformation) and g : R x N -+ RI (the representation
transformation), and polynomials t and q such that for
all s,m E IN, r E RId], and w E

We now define prediction-preserving reductions. Intuitively, R reduces to R’ iff for every representation
r in R there is an at most polynomially larger representation g(r) in R’ such that a word w is in c(r) iff
a polynomially computed transformed word f (w) is in
c(dr)).

(W E

Dehition 4 For any concept c and word w , let
label,(w) = “+” if w E c and “-” if w # c. An
example of c is a pair (w, ZabeZ,(w)).
Definition 5 A prediction algorithm A is a n algorithm that takes as input three parameters s,m, and
E, a collection of elements of E[”]x {+,-}, and an
element w E Cl”]. The output of A is either “+” or
K- ”, indicating its prediction for w. A is a polynomial
time prediction algorithm if there ezists a polynomial
t such that the run time of A is a t most t(s,m, $,1),
where 1 is the total length of the input of A.

Note that the representation transformation g need
not be polynomial-time computable. In fact, it need
not be computable. We only require that it is length
preserving within a polynomial. We discuss relaxations
of this definition in Section 6.

Dehition 6 The prediction problem R is (polynomially) predictable ifl there ezists a polynomial time prediction algorithm A and polynomial p such that for all
input parameters s , m , and E > 0, for all r E R[’l,
and for all probability distributions on C[”],if A is
given p(s, m, $) randomly generated ezamples of (the
hidden concept) c(r), and a randomly generated unlabelled word w E Elm], then the probability that A incorrectly predicts label,(,)(w) is at most E.

4

Automata Prediction

Theorem 8 For all prediction problems R and R’,if
R a R’ and R’ is predictable, then R is predictable.
Proof: Let A’ be a polynomial time prediction algorithm for R’,and let R a RI, with word transformation f, representation transformation g, and polynomials t and q as above. Without loss of generality,
we assume that t and q are monotone nondecreasing
in each parameter. We construct a polynomial time
prediction algorithm R for R. A simply takes its input parameters s, m, and E, and passes the parameters
q ( s , m), t(m, s, m), and E to A‘. Then for each example

Comments: From here on, “predictable” means
“polynomially predictable”. Our model is based on the
definition of predictability introduced in [19]. (In this
paper we also allow the number of examples to grow
with m for the reasons discussed above.) These definitions of predictability are analogous to the learnability
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Definition 13 Let A = C U I? U { B } (where B denotes the blank symbol). For each constant k > 0, let
Rk log T M = { r : r encodes a single tape (ofline) TM
with tape alphabet A that runs in time at most klogn
on inputs of length n).

(2, label), A computes f ( 5 , s, m) and passes the example (f(z,
s, m), label) to A’. Note that the examples A
gives to A’ are examples of some concept whose representation g(r,m) E R’ has length at most q ( s , m). A
also gives the unlabelled word f ( w ,s,m) to A’, where
w is the unlabelled word that A receives. To predict
the label of w , A predicts exactly what A’ predicts for
the word f ( w , s,m).

A’ predicts incorrectly with probability at most

Lemma 14 Let R E R L G . Then for some k > 0 ,

R

E

Proof:
Let R E Re&. Then for some constant k,
there is a single tape, klog n space bounded TM T with
tape alphabet A that accepts E ( R ) . For each r E R
there is a single tape, klogn space bounded TM T,
with tape alphabet A, and of size 0 (IT]Irl), that accepts c ( r ) . Hence f and g witness that R 9 Rk l o g T M ,
where for any s , r , m , and w , f ( w , s , m ) = w and
g(r, m) = Tr.
U

(with respect to the image under f of the original distribution) when given p ( s , m,$) examples. By the definition of a prediction preserving reduction, the probability that A predicts incorrectly is also at most E when
examples. This number
given p(q(s,m), t(m,s, m),
of examples and the running time of A is polynomial
Cl
in s, m, and $.

+

3)

Definition 9 If R is a prediction problem, and R is
a set of prediction problems, then R is prediction-hard
for R iff for all prediction problems R’ E R , R’ 9 R.
If R E R also, then R is prediction-complete for R .

Proof of Theorem 12:
It is easy to show that
RDFA E Rm. To show that any R E Rm reduces to RDFA we show that for each fixed k >
0, R k log T M 9 RDFA, and the result follows from
Lemma 14 and transitivity of 9 .

Associated with any prediction problem R is an evaluation problem, which is that of determining, given an
arbitrary r E R and w E E’, whether or not w E c(r).
This is defined formally as a language:

To show that Rk log T M 9 RDFAit suffices to show
that there exist polynomials t and q such that for every TM T E Rk log T M (with state set Q T ) and for
each m > 0, there exists a DFA M of size at most
q\[ Q T ~m)
, and a polynomial p such that for any w E
“1, M accepts a transformed word f ( w , IQTI, m) =
l l w l O w P ( ~ w l ~ ~ Q T ~iff
P ’T
” accepts w .

Definition 10 The evaluation problem for a prediction problem R is the language E ( R ) = { ( r , w ) : w E
c(r)l.
It will be useful to classify prediction problems based
on the complexity of their evaluation problems. (Intuitively, there should be a relationship between the difficulty of determining membership in a concept when
given a representation of the concept (the evaluation
problem), and the problem of predicting membership
in an unknown concept when using the same representations for the concepts (the prediction problem.))

Definition 11 For a complezity class &, let
{ R : E ( R ) E L}.

Note that f simply replicates the word w some (polynomial) number of times, and precedes it with a string
of 1’s of length IwI followed by a 0. The DFA M will,
on input f ( w , IQTI, m), simulate the action of T on
input w .

M is

+

composed of m 1 smaller DFAs, MO, MI,
uses a chain of m 1 states to read
the initial string of 1’s in f ( w , l Q ~ ( , m )and
, branch
to Miw\ upon seeing the first 0. Mlwl is a machine
designed to simulate T on inputs of length exactly Iwl.
The behavior of Mlwl on the p ( l w ) , ] Q ~ I , mcopies
)
of
w will simulate the behavior of T on w .

..., M,,,.M

Re =

We will show that RDFA ( R N F A )is predictioncomplete for Rm ( R m ) . Thus the predictability
of DFAs (NFAs) implies the predictability of any prediction problem whose evaluation problem is in L@

+

In essence, the DFA Mlwl must overcome two obstacles: that the Turing machine T uses work space
klog Iwl, and that it can move in two directions. Mlwl
overcomes the firat obstacle by having polynomially
many states to encode the memory of T. The second
obstacle is overcome by using the repeated copies of w
to avoid moving left.3

(W).
Theorem 12 R D F Ais prediction-complete for

a RklogTM.

RLQ .

Theorem 12 is proved by showing that predictability
of DFAs implies the predictability of logspace Turing
machines. We need the following definition.

‘In a similar fashion in [ZS]a power of w w R is used (where
w R is the reverse of w) to reduce two-way head movement to
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purposes of this presentation, we let ‘a class of automata” be any of {DFA, NFA, PDA).

MlWlstores the entire contents of the worktape of
T into its state information and simulates T. The
only problem occurs when T tries to move to the left.
In that case, Mlwl simply moves to the corresponding
symbol in the next copy of the input word by moving
lwl - 1 symbols to the right. Thus MI,,,^ has as part
of its state information a mod It01 - 1 counter that it
invokes whenever T moves left. The number of states
of Mlwl is at most the product of the number of states
of T,the number of states needed for the counter, the
number of distinct worktape configurations of T,and
the number of possible worktape head positions. This
product is at most

Theorem 16 If A i s a class of automata, then let
p2A+klog be the class of languages accepted by polynomial t i m e bounded 2-way versions of automata of type
A with additional work space klogn. Let R A , k = { R :
E ( R ) E p2A klog}. T h e n RA i s prediction-hard for

+

UkRA,k.

By letting A = DFA, N F A , P D A , Theorem 16
states that RDFA is prediction-hard for Rm, that
R N F Ais prediction-hard for R m , and that RPDA
is prediction-hard for R ~ G L(where @C?l
is
the class of languages accepted by polynomial time
bounded 2-way P D A s with auxiliary logspace work
tape). The proof is the same as that of Theorem 12.

(lQ~I)(l4
- l)(lAlk’og’Wl)(klog1.11)
and the number of states of M is at most
m + 1 + (m+ l)(IQTl)(m- I)(lAlk’ogm)(klogm).

Thus the length of the encoding of M is at most polynomial in m and the length of the encoding of T. Further, the number p(lw1, IQTI, m ) of copies of w that are
required is at most the number of moves of T on an
input of length m, which is at most a polynomial in m
and IQ=[, since T is space bounded by klogm.
c?

Corollary 17 R N F A is

prediction-compiete

for

2“.
For each polynomial q, let
R q p =~{r~: r encodes a q(n) time bounded PDA).

The following corollary shows that DFA predictability implies the predictability of boolean formulas.

Corollary 1 8 RCFG is prediction-complete
R L G ~ F Land
, there exists a polynomial q such that
R q p is~ prediction-complete
~
for Re~c31:.

for

Proof: Since RDFA is complete for RLG, we need
only show that E ( R B F )is in
i.e., that given a
booiean formula of n variables followed by a bit string
w , it is possible to determine in logarithmic space
whether w has length n and corresponds to a satisfying
assignment for the formula. We can easily determine
whether the string has the correct length in logspace.
Lynch 1261 shows that given a variable free boolean formuia, it is possible to evaluate it in logspace. (Buss [8]
strengthens this to alternating logtime). We must show
that if the inputs are not hardwired into the formula,
but given after the formula as a bit string, then it is
still possible to evaluate the formula in logspace. This
is easily achieved using a number of counters to index
into the assignment string and fetch the corresponding
assignment to a symbolic variable that is encountered
while running Lynch’s algorithm on the boolean formula containing variables.
17

Proof:
RPDA is prediction-hard for R m c j ~ 1 :by
Theorem 16. For any P D A M there is a CFG G in
Chomsky normal form4 of size polynomial in the size
of N , that generates the same language. It follows that
RCFGis also prediction-hard for Rregc3~.(The representation transformation maps a P D A to the equivalent CFG, and the word transformation is the identity.)
Prediction-completeness for RCFGfollows by showing
that its evaluation problem is in W C T C , proving the
first part of the corollary. Note that to derive a word
of length n > 0 in Chomsky normal form takes exactly
2n- 1steps (1step if 5-1 = 0). Therefore, there are polynomials p and q such that for each grammar G there is
a P D A M c of size at most p(lG1) such that { w : MG accepts w in at most q(lw1) steps} = L(G).
It follows that
RCFG4 RqPDA, and thus R q p ~ A
is prediction-hard
for R m c 3 ~ . Finally, there is a single ‘simulation”
polynomial time %way auxiliary PDA using logspace
Thus
).
worktape that accepts the language E ( R q p ~ ~
R q p is~prediction-complete
~
for R e ~ c 3 ~ .
U

The proof of Theorem 12 actually works for any reasonable definition of ‘automaton”. Rather than formalizing the notion of “a class of automata*, for the

We conclude this section by discussing some differences between our notion of prediction-preserving

one-way head movement.

s -+ A.

m,

*We use the definition in 1141, which allows the production
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reduction, and the standard many-one deterministic logspace reduction used in complexity theory. We showed that the prediction problem RDFA
is prediction-complete for Rm. Following [22],
E(RDFA)(the membership problem for DFAs) is complete for lX$ with respect to one-way, read-only-input,
deterministic logspace reductions. The analogous facts
hold for RNFA,R m , E(RNFA)and At@, but with
respect to standard deterministic logspace reductions.
Given these obsewations, a tempting conjecture might
be that if an evaluation problem E(R) is complete
(with respect to logspace reductions) for some complexity class 1,then R is prediction-complete for Re.

TM T of two inputs of the same length. Call the
first input the index. Each index r E Cm defines a
new TM T, such that T,(w) accepts iff T(r,w) accepts. Note that lTrl is O(lr1). Let R H A R D ( =
~)
the set of encoding8 of machines T, for each r E Em.
Let RHARD= U,,,RHARD(,,,). Since each T, is essentially the same polynomial time Turing machine T,
W R H A R DE) P.
Goldeich et al prove that RHARDhas the following property. Let A be any polynomial time algorithm (possibly randomized) that works as follows: A ,
given m as input, attempts to predict those words
of length m accepted by some randomly chosen element r E RHARD(,,,) by first querying any collection
of words of length m as to whether or not the miG
chine encoded by r accepts. Then A chooses a different test word w (of length m) and predicts whether
w is accepted by the machine encoded by r. Let avgerror,(A) denote the probability that A is incorrect,
where the probability is taken over the random selection of r E RHARD(,,,)according to a uniform distribution (and over all possible runs of A , if A is randomized). Then for any such algorithm A, and any polynomial p, aug-error,(A) ? $ - "for sufficiently
large m.

This conjecture is not true because predictionpreserving reductions are sufficiently different from the
standard reductions between languages. If E(R) is
complete for L then for any L E L there is one logspace
computable function f such that for all U, U E L iff
f(u) E E ( R ) . In our notion of reduction, two functions are required, one for the word transformation
and one for the representation transformation. For any
language L that is complete (with respect to logspace
reductions) for some complexity class L,the language
L x { 1) is also complete for L. It is easy to define a set
of representations R such that E ( R ) = L x (1): Let
R = C*, where any word r represents the concept (1)
if r E L, otherwise, r represents the concept {}. Now
E ( R ) is complete for L,but R is trivially predictable.

5

The consequences of this remarkable theorem is that
the prediction problem RHARDis not predictable. In
particular, for any polynomial prediction algorithm A
for R H A R Dfor
, any polynomial p , and for sufficiently
large m, there exists a particular r E RHARD(,,,)such
that for w uniformly chosen from Em, the probability that A incorrectly predicts labeZC(,)(w)is at least

Unpredictable Concepts

In this section we give a number of problems that are
prediction-complete for R p and discuss why such problems are not expected to be predictable.

-1 2

1

po'
Thus RHARD(which is an element of

R p ) is certainly not predictable using our definition of predictability and the related ones given in [18]. Similarly,
it has been shown assuming the existence of 1-way
functions, that polynomial size boolean circuits are not
polynomially learnable in the Valiant model [ 5 ] . The
above discussion is summarized in the following theorem.

Theorem 19 R C I R is~ prediction-complete for R p .
Proof: Let R be any prediction problem such that
E(R) E P. To show that R a RCIRC,note that for
each representation r E R and each length bound m
there is a boolean circuit B, that accepts all words
of c(r) of length at most m, padded so as to have
equal length. More precisely, let B, accept the lan.
B,
guage {wOlm-I'"~ : IwI 5 m and w E ~ ( r ) }Thus
has m+ 1inputs. Since E(R) E P,there exists a polynomial q such that for all r E R and m E IN, B, can
be chosen such that lBrl 5 q(lr1,m).
U

Theorem 20 If there ezists a 1-way function, then
any prediction problem that is prediction-hard for R p
is not Predictable.

Our goal now is to reduce RCIRC to other natural prediction problems, thus showing that they are
prediction-complete for R p , and hence not predictable
by Theorem 20. As was pointed out at the end of the
previous section, if a language is P-complete (with respect to logspace reductions) then a given related pre-

Goldreich, Goldwasser, and Micali [ 131 have shown,
assuming the existence of any 1-way function, how to
construct polynomial time computable functions that
are hard to predict with respect to a very weak notion of prediction. They describe a polynomial time
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diction problem is not necessarily prediction-complete
for R p . Nonetheless, a number of P-complete evaluation problems do have related prediction problems that
are prediction-complete for R p

RPOLYTOPEis related to Linear Programming which
is P-complete [Q]. The predictability of the following
close variant of RPOLYTOPEis an open question.

.

Convex polytope membership:
R c o ~ v ~= x{r E I?* : r represents a system
of linear equations}, and c ( r ) is the set of points
inside the convex polytope represented by r.6

The evaluation problem E ( R C Z R C is
) the standard
P-complete problem [23]. E ( R c 1 ~ chas
) been reduced
to a large number of other problems in P,thus showing
that these problems are also P-complete [21]. In many
cases a logspace reduction from E ( R C Z R C )to a new
problem L leads to a prediction-preserving reduction
of RCZRCto a fairly natural prediction problem that
is related to L.

Horn clause consistency and Horn clause implication are related to the P-complete problem of deciding whether the empty clause can be deduced from a
given set of Horn clauses [23]. Angluin [I] shows the
prediction-completeness of Horn clause implication using the methodology introduced here.

In the following theorem we l i t prediction problems
that were found this way. We omit the details of the
reductions but only mention the related P-complete
problems.

6

Theorem 21 RCZRQreduces to the prediction problems ~ C F G RPOLYTOPE,
,
( R H c , ~ )(RHc,
,
c’) (defined below), and each of these problems is predictioncomplete for R p .

Relaxations of Definitions

For ease of presentation, we have used one fixed alphabet (E)for concepts, and one fixed alphabet (I?) for
representations. It is easy to generalize our definitions
to the case where each concept class and each representation is over a different finite alphabet. In the most
general case, a concept is simply some subset of some
domain X, and a representation is an element of a set
R such that each r E R denotes some subset of X, and
there are general notions of length for the elements of
X and of R. For example, if one wishes to ignore issues of precision in a continuous domain, a representation might involve a collection of real numbers, where
the length of each number would be counted as one
unit. In a more general definition of prediction, these
new length measures would replace the length measure
“number of characters” that we have used.

Augmented CFG emptiness: RflCFC= {r E I?* :
r encodes a CFG }, where c ( r ) is the set of all
collections of productions that when added to the
grammar represented by r, yields a context free
grammar that generates the empty language.

Convex polytope intersection:
R P O L Y T O P E= { r E I?* : r encodes a system of
linear equations (coefficients are integers encoded
in unary) that define a convex polytope contained
in the unit cube of some dimension n}, where c ( r )
is the set of subcubes of the n-dimensional unit
cube that have non-empty intersection with the
polytope represented by r.

When attempting to predict the concept (language)
accepted by an unknown automaton, it may be desirable to allow the prediction algorithm time polynomial
in other reasonable parameters of the unknown representation (and induced concept). For example, it is
reasonable to allow at least as much time for prediction as would be required for the evaluation problem.
Note however that all of the representations we have
considered have polynomial-time evaluation problems
(i.e., are in R p ) .

The last two prediction problems are defined with
respect to the same set of representations. Let R H C
be the set of representations {r E I?* : r encodes a conjunction of Horn clauses}. Then the prediction problems are:

Horn clause consistency: The pair ( R H c , c), where
c ( r ) is the set of collections of facts that are con-

Our definition of a prediction-preserving reduction
is not the most general definition that preserves polynomial predictability. The definition may be relaxed
in a number of ways, including allowing w E c ( r )
iff f ( w , s , m ) $! c ( g ( r , m ) )in part (1) of Definition 7

sistent with the conjunction represented by r.

Horn clause implication: The pair
( R H c , c’),
where c’(r) consists of all single clauses that are
logically implied by the conjunction represented
by r.

6Note that there are several versions of this prediction problem, depending on whether the coefflcients and/or the points are
encoded in unary or binary.

RQCFGis related to the P-complete problem of deciding for a given CFG G, whether L(G) = 0 [23].
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(see [25]), allowing E as a parameter to the mappings
g (and
as a parameter to t and q ) , or even
allowing a reduction similar to a randomiaed Turing
reduction, as opposed to the many-one reduction presented here.

predicting) decision trees. A natural open problem
suggested by Haussler [ 101 is the problem of learning
“strictly ordered decision graphs’ the layered graph
analog of a decision tree, but with the additional constraint (simplifying the problem) that all queries within
the ith layer be a query on the variable zi. This type of
rule is the least generalieation oP the problem of learning strictly ordered decision trees, which was solved
in [17].However, strictly ordered decision graphs are
essentially “unrolled” DFAs, and our results imply that
if strictly ordered decision graphs (even with in-degree
two) can be predicted, then so can all prediction problems in Rm.

f and

-

Note that our proofs of completeness are not very
sensitive to the particular definition of distributionindependent predictability we have chosen.
A non-probabilistic model of polynomial time predictability could be defined based on the “on-line” prediction model introduced in [25]. In that model the
prediction algorithm is given an unbounded sequence
of (unlabelled) words. The algorithm makes a prediction (as to whether the word is in the unknown concept) after receiving each word, and is told whether it
is correct before receiving the next word. The mistake
bound of an algorithm for a prediction problem R is
the number of wrong predictions (in the worst case)
for any representation r E RI8] and sequence of words
expressed as a function of s and m.
from C[”],

There are a large number of open problems: For
restricted types of formulas, in particular for DNF,
how hard is the prediction problem? For what set of
prediction problems is RDNFprediction-complete? Is
DNF prediction equivalent to prediction of all boolean
formulas? Is boolean formula prediction equivalent to
DFA prediction? Perhaps by relaxing our notion of reduction as discussed earlier, hardness results for these
problems may be found. A main open problem is to extend the hardness results given in this paper, i.e., to extend our list of problems that are prediction-complete
for R p .

A prediction problem R is polynomially predictable
in this model if there is a polynomial time algorithm
whose mistake bound grows polynomially in s and m.
The transformations discussed in [4,25] imply that if a
prediction problem is polynomially predictable in this
mistake-bounded- model, then it is also polynomially
predictable according to the definition of Section 3.
Also, there are prediction problems that are polynomially predictable in our model, but are not in the
mistake-bounded model (probabilistic approximation
is easier than worst case). The theorems of this paper concerning polynomial reducibility and completeness also hold for the above notion of polynomial predictability. In particular, the existence of 1-way functions implies that there is no polynomial time prediction algorithm whose mistake bound grows polynomially in s and m for any prediction problem that is
prediction-complete for R p .

7

Assuming the existence of appropriate 1-way functions, can one construct prediction problems that are
not predictable and whose evaluation problems lie in
lower complexity classes such as NC2,
space or
even WC3C? What are complete prediction problems
for R N C z and R L G i , and how low in the complexity
hierarchy does one need to go to ensure predictability?
Finally, Angluin 121 gives an algorithm for learning

DFAs frsm examples and membership queries. What
is the appropriate notion of reduction when the prediction algorithm is allowed to make queries about particular words? Lf Corollary 15 can be proved with such
an extended notion of reduction, then it can be used to
show that all boolean formulas are predictable by an
algorithm that is allowed to make membership queries.

Conclusion

We have shown that there is a close relationship between predictability problems and evaluation probproblems, and have given natural prediction-complete
lems-for each of a number of complexity classes. Our
results suggest that an algorithm for predicting DFAs
from examples alone may be very difficult to find, since
RDFAis prediction-complete for Rm.
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